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Abstract:
We examine coopetition between a ride-sharing platform and a car rental firm. A distinctive aspect of this context is that
the platform operates under the sharing-economy model where the supply is self-scheduled by drivers depending on the
wage whereas the car rental firm operates under the traditional model with a fixed supply and cost structure. The
platform and the car rental firm compete for riders looking for transportation. If the platform and the rental firm choose
to cooperate, they allow a (secondary) driver to rent from the rental firm and drive for the platform. In the absence of
cooperation, only those with their own vehicles (i.e., primary drivers) are allowed to drive for the platform. We show that
such supply-side (i.e., driver-side) cooperation intensifies the demand-side (i.e., rider-side) price competition and
decreases the total revenue. Therefore, coopetition is mutually beneficial only when it leads to a significant decrease in
the supply or driver cost. Moreover, when coopetition is mutually beneficial, the benefit arises solely because of the
improved profit margin from riders that switch from the rental firm to the platform and from those that are switched
from primary to secondary drivers under cooperation. We find that cooperation is more likely to occur when the total
rider market size is not high, the degree of rider substitutability between the platform and the rental firm is low, and the
platform has a significant market size advantage over the rental firm. Coopetition between the platform and the rental
firm benefits the riders and hurts the drivers, but benefits the society overall. The presence of cross-side network effects
on the platform enhances the incentives to engage in coopetition.
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